WHAT TO DO AFTER YEAR 4?

THE BILINGUAL PROGRAMME IN HIGHER GRADES AT BG KLOSTERNEUBURG
During the last 4 years your child...

- has been taught in English and German in most subjects
- has acquired an excellent command of both English and German
- can thus converse and write fluently in both languages
- has experienced team teaching between Austrian teacher and Native Speaker Assistant Teachers
- has therefore gained an insight into foreign cultures
- is well prepared for higher grades of Gymnasium
WHAT’S TO COME...
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The Bilingual Programme at BG Klosterneuburg offers:

• another 4 years to polish your foreign languages
• and team teaching between Austrian teachers and NS Assistant teachers
• while focusing solely on the Austrian Curriculum
• and finally taking the Matura Exam in English,….
• …a perfect preparation for university!
You will need English to study in Austria...

Bachelor's Program

To be admitted to the English-taught Bachelor’s Program in Business and Economics at WU, you need English skills of level B2 according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.

... AND YOU CAN STILL STUDY ABROAD!
THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!